Price list
Haute Retouche Eyebrows
Eyebrow hair drawing (new design)
€ 290
Minor remodelling
€ 100
Supplement / correction / colour change within 12 months
€ 150
EYEBROWS:
Eyebrows tend grow irregularly and thin out due to frequent plucking.
Coloration is of little help as eyebrow hair has a life-time of 4 weeks only. This is where Haute
Retouche offers the perfect solution:
after careful measuring the eyebrow line is dotted with various colour shades and corrected to
ensure a result that looks completely natural. That is why it needs to be applied in several steps.

HAUTE RETOUCHE EYES
Accentuated lash line/fine eyeliner, upper or lower lid, individually
€ 220
Accentuated lash line/fine eyeliner, upper and lower lid, as one treatment
€ 400
Eyeliner, modeled, one color or several, upper or lower lid, individually
€ 250
Eyeliner, modeled, one color or several, upper and lower lid as one treatment
€ 450
Follow up/correction within 12 months, individually
€ 100
Follow up/correction within 12 months, upper and lower lid
€ l70
EYELINERS:
Pigmenting the upper and lower lid edge highlights the expression of your eyes. The Haute
Retouche Liner works with highest precision when delivering colour pigments only to the
epidermis that is free of nerves and vessels. It creates the perfect frame for your eyes. Make-up is
applied in at least two separate steps in order to exclude any swelling, bleeding or scars.

HAUTE RETOUCHE LIPS
LIPS:
Lip contours are carefully sketched and shaded to support lip volume. Lip forms may of course
be changed, e.g. through enlargement, adjustment of upper/lower lip or by emphasising their
heart shape. Lip epithelium absorbs only a limited measure of colour which is why treatment
takes place in at least two separate sessions.
Lip contours (includes 2 treatment sessions)
€ 500
Lip correction with shading (includes 2 treatment sessions)
€ 550
every additional follow-up / correction / shading / modelling
within 12 months
€ 150
Liplight and upper lip curve (cupid’s bow)
€ 150

Haute Retouche – Your benefits
Wake up with the perfect make-up
Expressively made up lips – when you eat, drink and kiss
A boost to your self-confidence – in business and your everyday life
Be beautiful 24 hours a day
No smudging make up when doing sports, swimming or sitting in the sauna
...simply beautiful ...

What you need to know:
After any type of treatment, the freshly applied make-up will look intensive for about 5 days.
Occasionally eyelids and lips may be swollen and appear slightly reddened after treatment. For
reasons of hygiene no make-up should be applied to these parts of the skin. Clients who suffered
from herpes before should take a possible new outbreak into account. Even if you cannot
remember ever suffering from herpes, the treatment may cause cold sores (herpes). Please note
that any treatment, depending on skin texture, may require follow-up touches. Colours may
reflect more or less intensively depending on skin condition. Any follow-up modelling applies
only to treatments carried out by ourselves and within a period of 12 months. A complete
permanent make-up application including eyebrows, lids and lips takes approx. 4 hours. Lasting
beauty could not be easier and less complicated. We are pleased to offer our Haute Retouche
services also to cosmetic institutes, beauty farms, doctor’s surgeries and cosmetic surgeons. Just
enquire about our mobile service.
Feel free to call to fix an appointment for an individual consultation.
Haute Retouche ▪ Reinhardstr. 23 ▪ 71116 Gärtringen ▪ Tel.: +49 (0)7034 957867 ▪ Cell:
+49 (0)172 668 9915 ▪ Email: info@spezialist-permanent-make-up.de

